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SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF AUTOMORPHISMS OF THE UNIT DISC
It was discovered by S. Bergman (see [2] ) that in the study of biholomorphio mappings an important role is played by an unitary operator U, induced by an automorphism of a domain D, on the Hilbert space of all holomorphic and square integrable functions« Since that time spectral analysis of unitary operators was developed ( [5] » [8] , [9] )• However no attempt was made to study the operator U using methods of spectral theory. It is the purpose of the present note to indicate that such study is natural and fruitful., and tn<\y reveal some analogies with ergodic theory and the theory of group representations.
We consider the simplest casa of the unit disc A c C. Every biholoiaorphic automorphism of A is given by formula cflz) = e 
